
Student Fee Allocation Committee Meeting
Wednesday April 26, 2023

(Ended at 10:30am) Beginning with Athletics: Jess
- BDAC and Student athletic fee
- For BDAC its currently $25 per student that is used to pay the front desk

worker (position costs $4600 as a minimum)
- If he reduces the cost of the employee he would be able to use the

money to help upgrade the building and equipment
- Asking for it to be raised by $10 (so $35 BDAC fee) that way the

employee can stay the same $/hour but then can use extra funds to
upgrade the facilities.

- Student athletic fee $10 raise from $30 to a $40 fee
- We are getting a new monitor display for the BDAC gym but we need to

pay the people who are working. (stats, concessions, etc)
- This would allow for us to not have to constantly find new sponsors.
- Wanting to propose new sports and take things to the next level so we

need the student fees in place to support those new ideas.
- (get the handout from Eric or Cameron from Jess)

Next: JJ and Susan (began at 10:31)
- Asking for $9100 (brought up the idea of having a class fee for the students to

pay for when they register for the class like ceramics or piano)
- Views online are skyrocketing. We can focus on that.
- Basic cost for the newspaper is not negotiable
- Wanting to bring radio to campus and few other things
- They've tried advertising but alas apparently it didn’t work
- Jess made some great points about how susan can ask for more money

from Logan just like he has for Kinesiology
- Smallest amount they can print is 800 copies of the newspaper.
- If they combine with the statesman its $800 a week

Amy Peters (began 10:57)
- IT and Library fees (wants the same budget)

- Subject databases, journals, streaming videos etc.
- For IT it’s software, hardware, networking, repairs etc.
- Jan Thornton: they do their own separate submission

Jan Thornton/ Kevin Hurst: (11:01)
- Counseling (CAPS) Student services health center
- CAPS wants to sustain and keep the same budget and so does Student Services

Health Center
- They want to be able to have those interns that can practice and help

students who are struggling with their mental health
- The student fees cover the medical clinics that students can go to twice

during the semester.



One Stop/Kevin Hurst/Liz Prettyman (11:05)
- Wanting to sustain and keep the same budget

- There are snacks that she has in the One Stop that allow for students to
get “brain food” that way if there are food insecurities students have a
good place to get food. That’s why they have the fee that they do.

- She wants to be able to keep providing the needs for students
- Think of the hierarchy of needs chart from classes, food needs

have to be met or learning cannot take place.
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